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DIAMOND

Darren & Wendy Bernstein
David Thompson Architect LLC
The Walling Family

EMERALD

Dr. Shannon Cook
Liz and Rob Duren
The Felber Family
Katy Richardson & David Bundy
Mark Youngblood and Karen Jameson

RUBY

John & Judy Bleecker
Andrew C. Brack
TheCharlestonMattress.com
The Hickerson Family
Harold & Katie Johnson
The Kendrick Family
The LaRoche Family
The Lussier Family
Brian & Amy Mandrier
Moses O’Dell
Dr. John Paul Schuster

SAPPHIRE

The Bednarczyk Family
Sara & Jordan Bowers
Sylvia Edwards
Christy Kappler & Jason Hoffman
Daisy Martin

AMETHYST

Kenna & David Burt
David, Suzette & Harrison Carrier
The Criscuolos
The Cusatis Family
The Do Family
Sadie Dubay
Sarah & John Eppes
Joanne & Sondley Hamrick
The Hayes Family
Nikki Hinske
Thomas & Barbara Hinske
Keela Jameson
The Jensen Family
The Kothera Family
The Malpeli Family
The O’Malley Family
Tom & Nicole Payne
Derek Pickens

Kylo Ren
Tiombe & Kevin Plair
The Simons Family
The Sitterson Family
The Steed Family
Peggy Vashina
John & Amanda Wilson

TOPAZ

The Addis Family
Susan Baker
Sue Bennett
Danielle DeTiberus
Zandrina Dunning
Anne-Marie Fairchild
Natasha Fields
Brian and Courtney Hall
The Halverson Family
F. Rutledge Hammes
Lila Hayes
Anita Hepburn
Tristan Hill
The Hipp Family
Kim and Seth Holladay
Amanda Hollinger
The Ivanov Family
Brett Johnsen & Family
Katherine Johnson
Lynn Kramer
The Largent Family
Caulen Leary
Brandon Lyons
Shannon Mahoney
Patrick Martin
Mike and Susan Mears
Amanda Miller
Rebecca Mortensen
Patrick & Beth Mundy
Sandra Nix
Megan Orchard
The Polon Family
Suzanne Reed
Barbara Richardson
Robin Rogers
Sue Ann Russell
Laura Saunders
Kevin Short
David Southwick
Kathryn Sullivan
David Thornburg
Brielle Viscidi
Dean Walters
The Looper Family

Thank you for your support!
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GARNET

Rhetta Foster
Robin Grieg
Dr. Michael Griggs
Meredith Harmon
Beth Webb Hart
The Hughes Family
Ben McCauley
Mike Morelli
Alyssa Nestman
Tiffany Paeschke
Jon Phillips
Ken Turner
Ernest White

TURQUOISE
Zachary Brinegar
Devon Brunson
Amelia Burt
Heather Caffarel
Daisy Cimballa
Joseph Dubay
Ciara Greco
Jack Hinske
Amber Honeycutt
Brett Hunter
Kelia Kohyama
Cailin Malinski
Austin Miller
Robert Raven
Stephanie Smalls
Gwenny Svendsen
William Svendsen
Ned Walpole
Kyle Wells

PEARL

Evelyn Bueschgen
Lauren Center
Melanie Gaillard
Libby Glaser
Melanie Gilliard
Ashley Gotlib
Carolyn Heissenbuttle
Sofia Lathbury
London Lemus
Ada Misenheimer
Ezra Perrine
Dr. Chris Selby
Lillian Stackhouse
Bryson T. Wood
Omari Wynn-Ferrell
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Editor’s Page
From the Editor

Dear Readers,
Welcome to the New Year! It really feels like
from this point on, the school year goes by pretty fast.
Senior thesis concerts and events are in the near future,
Dancing with the Teachers on January 20, Prom in
March, Les Mis in April; there’s a lot of exciting stuff
happening at SOA.
This January edition of Applause highlights the
Piano Major at SOA, along with a centerfold on SOA
students’ Winter Break activities. Flip to page 13 for an
interview with Piano Senior Miranda Hartnett on her
experience at SOA so far, and page 9 for our “Where
Were They Then,” featuring piano teacher Dr. Byrd.
I’d also like to invite you to my January 30, 2022 cello recital at the Charleston
Library Society with pianist Patrick Boyle. The recital is at 7:00pm, and I will be playing
Bach’s Solo Cello Suite No. 4 in E-flat Major, the Elgar Cello Concerto, and Piazzolla’s Le
Grand Tango. If you’d like to come, please RSVP by scanning the QR code below.
I hope you enjoy this issue of Applause. Thanks, SOA, for an
already great year. See you in February!

by Grace Baker

January 14th- End of Quarter 2
January 17th- MLK Day- No School
January 18th- Teacher Work Day- No School
January 19th- Strings Sr. Thesis, RMMT
January 20th- Dancing With the Teachers
January 26th-27th- Vocal Sr. Thesis, RMMT
January 30th- Peter O’Malley Cello Recital at
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THE PATH TO COLLEGE SUCCESS STARTS HERE

SOA, are you ready
for the SAT or ACT
test?

Your teen has big college dreams, but the competition to get into the best universities
is fierce! If your teen's test scores aren't where they should be, your teen gets test day
anxiety or you simply want to make the best impression with college admission teams,
turn to Sylvan for our SAT/ACT Prep Sessions!
Our Sessions for the ACT/SAT can help your teen get comfortable with the test
questions and format, reduce stress, manage pressure and feel confident on test day
—and raise those crucial scores along the way! With our SAT/ACT Sessions, you teen
will:

Start sessions early to get the full 28
hour test prep program
We have a 1:3 ratio
We work with your schedule

• Practice the skills to raise scores — your teen will be introduced to key skills tested
on the SAT or ACT
• Feel confident and prepared on test day. Your teen will learn effective test-taking
strategies for all sections and subjects tested on the SAT/ACT

Call us today! We would
love to help you reach
your college goals!

• Learn in ways that improve skill mastery Our SAT tutors use a proven mix of activities
to get concepts to click. We start with providing direct instruction to help students
grasp concepts, skills, and strategies needed for test success. Then, they apply what
they've learned to real test items.

Mt Pleasant SC

1172 Oakland Market Road

843-352-7364

valid for the 2021-22 school year

mpattimcgrath@gmail.com

Learning Should Be Personal tm
STUDY SKILLS

MATH

SAT/ACT PREP

WRITING

READING

HOMEWORK HELP
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SOA Seniors Place in Charleston Art Guild
Competition
by Lauren Holladay
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The performance will begin at 7p.m. on Thursday, February
10. Tickets are free with advance reservation required. Visit www.
chambermusiccharleston.org for more information.

Provided

SOA Senior Visual Artists entered pieces in the Charleston SOA Costume and Fashion Design Major
Artist Guild High School Senior Art Exhibition and won a total of five Faces Possible Changes
Ribbon Awards and five Scholarship Awards! To view the entries, see by Madelynne Burt
charlestonartistguild.com. Congratulations, artists!
Towards the end of 2021, Costume and Fashion Design
Winners:
students
grew
concerned
Adam Maierle- $300 Ribbon Award
about a potential change in the
Maya Drake- $75 Ribbon Award
program. This is the ninth year
Amelia Walker- $50 Ribbon Award
SOA has offered the major, but
Schenayda Salido- $50 Ribbon Award
the intimate class designed to
Alma Lutas- $50 Ribbon Award
nurture students’ enthusiasm
Cassie Phillips- $2000 Scholarship Award
for fashion has been losing
Grace Baker- $2000 Scholarship Award
numbers in enrollment. The
Autumn Bosier- $2000 Scholarship Award
school suggested the possibility
Eliza Valero- $2000 Scholarship Award
of changing the program more
Kaija Tetrav- $1000 Scholarship Award
toward general design.
In the current program,
students
learn about the foundations of design through creating
SOA Sinfonietta to Perform with Worldintricate costumes, figure drawing, garment construction, couture
Renowned Violinist Francisco Fullana
sewing, 3D fabric draping, etc. The program annually concludes with
by Giovanni Cusatis
its highly anticipated fashion show.
According to Beatrice Criscuolo, a Junior Fashion student,
The SOA Sinfonietta will perform with renowned violinist the suggested plan would have students enroll for a “general design
Francisco Fullana at the
major and learn the basics of different design fields. After two years,
College of Charleston Sottile
they would choose a more specific focus to learn and create. The classes
Theatre on Thursday, February
would increase by around ten students.” The proposed design major
10, 2022. The performance is
would include many areas like interior, graphic, and fashion.
the culmination of a three-day
Dr. Cook explained her reasoning for the suggestion, citing the
residency between Mr. Fullana
fact that the program has “continued to have lower numbers, so in
and the SOA Sinfonietta, a part
order to sustain that major and move forward,” they are looking at ways
of Chamber Music Charleston’s
to bring in more students. Dr. Cook reached out to SCAD (Savannah
Youth
Chamber
Music
College of Art and Design) to ask how to develop a design program that
Initiative.
would better prepare students, and they suggested “a stronger design
Fullana will lead the
base so that they know the options and the opportunities out there.”
ensemble in a performance of
A group of students shared a Change.org Petition page across
Edward Elgar’s Serenade for String Orchestra in E minor, Op. 20 and social media that included some of the potential changes: “Replacing
J.S. Bach’s Violin Concerto in D minor BWV 1052R. Mr. Fullana will the costuming and fashion design major with simply a design major…
also perform alongside soloists from the SOA Sinfonietta, Elaina Gable changing curriculum, changing the premier showcase of student
(violin), Yosef Chang (viola), and Devon O’Brien (bass) for Mozart’s progress and work, such as the Senior Thesis and annual Fashion Show.”
Serenade in D Major, K. 239, “Serenata notturna.”
These changes were concerning to students who believed these drastic
“Each year we attract world-renowned guest artists to perform adjustments could impair their fashion education in the program.
alongside our professional musicians of Chamber Music Charleston for
Beatrice said the current program “creates a safe community
our Ovation Concerts, and we are excited to expand this opportunity and learning environment” for her and other students “that prepares
for guest artist to work with the accomplished string students at SOA,” [them] for a career in what they are passionate about, while preparing
says Sandra Nikolajevs, President and Artistic Director of Chamber them in other ways for life outside of school.” She, as well as many
Music Charleston. “We are providing the students with the chance to others, finds the program to be a tightly-knit community of creative
not only hear an artist of the caliber of Francisco Fullana, but to work minds.
with him closely in exploring the music of Mozart, Bach, and Elgar.”
The active participation of the current program has allowed
Fullana has garnered international attention as both a many students to grow in their technique and attend top fashion design
performer and leader of innovative educational institutions. In March universities worldwide, with scholarships and experience to succeed.
he will perform as soloist for Vivaldi’s Four Seasons in New York City’s Beatrice suggested the less-focused curriculum may not similarly
Carnegie Hall with the Grammy-Award winning ensemble Apollo’s prepare students to succeed in their opportunities beyond high school.
Fire. “By working with students as equal collaborators, one can lead
Throughout this semester, the Junior fashion students have
the creative process through a collective effort that has transformative learned how to drape and make their own patterns and work towards
long term effects in students’ artistic development,” says Fullana.
their fashion show. Beatrice says that the students are producing highChamber Music Charleston
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quality garments and learning advanced techniques with different
mediums. The detailed guidance they receive gives the students the
base skill set needed in whatever form of fashion they hope to explore
more.
At the beginning of December, Beatrice, along with fellow
Junior Fashion Majors Lillian Thomas and Ellison Holland, contacted
ABC News 4 and set up an interview with a reporter to spread awareness
of the current fashion program and voice their concerns about the
potential change.
Dr. Cook and the district office concluded it would be best to
“continue with the Fashion Major as it currently is through the 20222023 school year.” They plan to “hold auditions along with all other
art majors and students will be accepted into the program to focus on
fashion and design skills. Those students will be able to continue their
study of Fashion and Design and graduate as Fashion Majors in 2026.”
Dr. Cook shared that the school will continue to “gather more
information from design schools, review curricula, and bring together
a team to determine what is in the best interest of students and the
program as we prepare and revise a proposal for the district level
officials to review for implementation in the 2023-2024 school year.”
“If the numbers in the program can’t or don’t increase, the
program is not sustainable,” she said. She hopes that forming a design
major will give the fashion program an opportunity to continue “rather
than moving fashion to an elective, or losing the program altogether.”
She is aware that students are worried that their opportunities
in fashion could be stifled if the program is changed; however, when
SOA offered fashion as only an elective, several students earned
scholarships to fashion schools and have successfully pursued careers
in fashion.
For this next year, the major will remain as it is: a small group
of fashion students collaborating and learning in the SOA program.
Beatrice emphasized the program’s importance to her. She decided to
join the major for its “small, safe community that would nurture my
creativity and expand my knowledge of fashion design - my passion.”
Being the only high school Fashion Design program in the
state, the major has produced highly qualified students confident in
their abilities, giving them many incredible opportunities in fashion.
Beatrice added that the program also “creates a community that
provides personal support and love” for her and many other students.
Dr. Cook added that she’s “looking forward to continuing the
excellence established in the program and to the Fashion Show this
spring!”

January Slang Dictionary
by Norah Bernstein and Madelynne Burt

Gender: (adj) used to describe an admiration of something in terms
of gender presentation; when something is so ‘yass’ and ‘slay,’ you
literally have to point it out.
“That’s so gender,” referring to Adam Sandler’s fit.
Caught in 4k: (phrase) to be caught doing something messed up with
video or photo evidence.
“He said he wasn’t the one writing weird messages on the bathroom
stall, but we caught him in 4k.”
Rent Free: (adv) when you can’t help but think of someone without
anything in return.
“The TikTok of the sexy inflatable Santa dance is living in my head
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rent free.”
Trauma dumping: (verb) to share a bunch of one’s past trauma,
especially when it’s unexpected or at inappropriate timing.
“I stopped trying to get to know Sally when she started trauma
dumping.”
Twee aesthetic: (noun) a reemerging style from the mid 2010s
consisting of vintage silhouettes, cat-eye sunglasses, cardigans, plaid,
and polka dots.
Origin: a British term meaning “dainty, delicate, cute, or quaint,” and
a mispronunciation of sweet.
Ate: (verb) to absolutely kill something or do a really great job.
“Her dance was amazing. She ate that.”
Main character syndrome: (noun) One comes down with this
disease when they think that the world revolves around them.
“She is so full of herself. She definitely has main character syndrome.”
Serve: (noun) an outfit that is so good. *chefs kiss*
“His fit is an absolute serve.”
Blueprint: (noun) another term for someone who did something so
well the first time, that everyone must follow in their footsteps.
“Miley Cyrus is the blueprint of Disney to pop star.”
Sleep on: (verb) to hate on something or express feelings of dislike.
“Don’t sleep on ketchup potato chips…best. thing. ever.”

Art History: The Evolution of the Piano
by Aryana Chinn

Sitting in the cafeteria, a whimsical tune bounces from the
center of the noisy room, making its way to
the far reaches of the space despite the lively
conversations competing. This is the sound
of SOA Piano Majors enjoying their skills to
everyone’s delight. However, pianos didn’t
always look or sound like the ones in our
cafeteria. The keyboard is an ancient concept
which has never failed to be one of the most
classic and widespread staples of music
history, and today its story will be revealed.
Way back in 500 BC (when Pythagoreas
was getting ready to make students’ lives
miserable), a complicated instrument was
invented that would be the birthplace of
keyboard instruments. It was called the Cristofori, credited with
Hammered Dulcimer (dulcimer roughly the invention of the first
translating to sweet song), and it looked less
fortepiano
like a piano and more like a mix of a xylophone
and a weaving loom. It required the use of handheld mallets and was
popularized throughout Southeast Asia and Central Europe. Being so
widespread, it quickly gained popularity and many changes were made,
but for the sake of space I’ll hit the high notes.
Skipping to the 1700s, Bartolomeo Cristofori was looking for
some cred with the Italian nobility, so he tinkered with what was then
the harpsichord until a new variation came to light, the first pianoforte.
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Due to the low cost of making it, it was a popular instrument in the rich
Italian homes. Additions to the invention were created, such as the
agraffe, which lessened the vibration and the upright piano that relied
on springs instead of gravity. Then it finally made its way to America as
a fully fledged Grand Piano in 1840. In the 1940s the electric piano was
attempted; however, it didn’t become popular until the 1890s.
Because the piano was around for so long, it had the opportunity
to sneak its way into almost every genre of music, proving its versatility.
Now it is still a great instrument and those who play it well are highly
regarded. Thinking about how many forms it took to get to what it is today
can provide inspiration. Even if you’re kind of a mess now, everyone has
to go through some phases before they are super awesome and successful.
Keep at it and don’t give up!
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to do. And…it’s all supposed to be “casual.”
When you’re hanging out with your friends, the topic of photos
often lingers over everyone. Questions like “Should I pose in case my
friends are taking candids of me?” or “Are we all going to post about
this?” or “What if they post a bad picture of me?” whirr around in your
head, distracting you from living in the moment.
Our obligation to capture every single beautiful moment in our
lives is taking away from reality. Whether it’s on your iPhone, a Polaroid,
or even a digital camera, it’s not always necessary.
I worry that no matter how “casual” we try to make posting
on social media, it will always be a performance and a competition,
especially for teenagers.
While I think it’s of our best interest to avoid it all together, social
media is a big part of our lives: communicating with friends, sharing
what we’re up to, and staying up to date with the lives of our friends.
What’s new with Pippin?
The “candid” posts and “photo dumps” are likely all phony, so
by Carl Macklin
it’s best to just post whatever you like, no matter how aesthetically
Full cast rehearsals for this year’s school musical, Pippin, started pleasing it is.
early January, and the cast is revving up for a long month-and-a-half of
rehearsals before the first performance on February 16. So far, there have Editorial: Magnet Drivers
only been vocal rehearsals, but the coming weeks will be packed with by Ryan Hinske
action. We all anxiously await seeing what February holds, especially the
people in the show themselves. When asked what he was most excited
Since my early days at SOA, I have heard myths and legends
about, Sully Eppes, playing Lewis, said “working with an amazing cast.” about the recklessness of the student drivers at Academic Magnet. As a
So join us for Pippin, the first SOA school musical in five years, or risk freshman, I was shielded from this chaos in the temperate environment
missing a magical performance.
of the car line, where (mostly) responsible
parent drivers dwelled. I had never witnessed
Performance Dates:
the barbarous nature of the parking lot in the
February 16, 6:30 p.m.
flesh, and had nearly forgotten its existence
February 17, 6:30 p.m.
during the Dark Ages (2020).
February 18, 6:30 p.m.
My return to school for Junior year
February 19, 2:00 p.m. and 6:30 p.m.
had instantly brought these tails to fruition,
February 20, 2:00 p.m.
as I found myself caught in the abyss of stalled
cars and aggressive SUVs with Magnet stickers
the back window for dear life.
Sass Attack: “Candid” Posts and “Photo clingingIfonto
you drive, then you know what I
Dumps” on Instagram
mean when I say that the first honk is the most
difficult. When I started driving to school and
“Sass Attack” was started in 2007 by Applause writer David Sass and back, there were at least ten times where my
has been an Applause column for fourteen years. Our senior Creative hand hovered over the wheel, beckoning my brain to let it slam on
the horn, but my brain wouldn’t allow it. Magnet drivers turned this
Writer, Madelynne Burt, has decided to continue the tradition.
hesitation into an uncensored frenzy.
Allow me to introduce you to “The Three-Way Stop.” In a perfect
This whole “make Instagram casual again” thing has gotten
world,
this
is the point in the parking lot where every car waits its turn
out of control. At first, I thought this revival
to
file
into
the
single narrow exit where the lot meets the car line. One
of the laid-back, nonchalant posting style of
car
takes
its
turn,
and the car behind it patiently waits for the other
spontaneous landscape pics and candid photos
two
stops
to
go
before
it takes its turn. Unfortunately, this is never the
of your friends was a fresh idea that could make
reality.
Two
cars
go
in
a
row, causing another car to slam on the breaks,
the platform less performative, but oh, how
causing
a
turn
confusion,
causing anger, causing not caring about the
wrong I was. These new “photo dumps” (defined
rules
or
anyone
else,
causing
more cars to take their turns out of turn,
as a post consisting of a bunch of unrelated
turning
turns
into
chaotic
blurs.
photographs) are even more curated than the
But how do we sift through this chaos and determine that Magnet
orchestrated photo shoots of last year.
drivers
are the root of this problem? Is this just SOA students’ way to
It often takes more brainpower and
hate
on
Magnet students, or are the tall tales actually not so tall?
thoughtfulness to compile a collection of
As
a
proud
AP Statistics student, I have been taught to conduct an
seemingly unrelated, yet aesthetic photos with
experiment,
not just base results off of surveying or word of mouth.
a loose theme. It’s nearly impossible to find
Although
the
complexity of this potential experiment is limited, I
natural-looking pictures of yourself or friends,
decided
to
stand
near the three-way stop, watch for cars cutting others
a few random, but aesthetically pleasing screenshots, and an eccentric
off,
and
tally
if
their
parking sticker was red or green (SOA or Magnet,
building photo that all have a similar vibe. But that’s what we’re expected
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respectively).
The results will shock you. From spending about ten minutes
observing the traffic at the three way stop, I counted three SOA car
cutoffs, six Magnet car cutoffs, and two unmarked car cutoffs (no
sticker). From these short minutes, it appears that Magnet drivers cut
off other drivers roughly twice as much as SOA drivers cut off other
drivers.
Let us not conclude here. As a proud AP Statistics student, I have
also been taught to identify lurking variables (I should also acknowledge
the lack of replication for this experiment, but us staff writers have
strict deadlines). Perhaps Magnet drivers are more aggressive because
they park the furthest from the exit, which is located across from the
SOA Middle School building. Sitting in that long line of cars must be
irritating, and we SOA students don’t really know what it’s like to wait
as long as they do. When they get to the three-way stop, perhaps they
have been in the line for so long that they just can’t stand waiting any
longer.
Perhaps the most aggressive SOA drivers get out of the parking
lot early before the cars pile up, whereas the most aggressive Magnet
drivers have a longer distance to cover, so what the average SOA driver
sees are the most aggressive Magnet drivers and not SOA’s own.
Let us not show hostility to our brothers and sisters that share our home.
Let us not leverage our status by complaining about how bad their
students are at driving. Let us join hands together and raise questions
about the limited exits to our campus. Why do SOA kids get the luxury
of being so much closer to the exit? Is this fair? Maybe, just maybe, if we
add another exit or move the current exit to the middle of the parking
lot, Magnet drivers won’t be so aggressive anymore, along with it just
being more fair to everyone.
There is one more factor to this experiment I have not mentioned.
As I stood near a large tree across from the three-way-stop tallying my
results, I noticed a mother driving her middle school child out of the
parking lot. She proceeded to cut off other drivers immediately and
race towards the exit. Now, if there is anything SOA and Magnet drivers
should unite on, it’s that parents should NOT be allowed to pick up
their children in the parking lot. This loophole is not only unfair to the
students exiting the lot, but it is also unfair to the respectful parents
who wait patiently in the car line. I’m not a proponent of the “Karen
Movement” but if this continues, I might have to reconsider.
I like to put myself in others’ shoes when I’m frustrated at them.
With Magnet drivers, I can do this and sympathize with their long
journey to the exit. With parents like this, I do not feel the same way,
and this inspires me to shift the entire focus of this editorial.
So SOA drivers, let’s refocus our anger and attention to the
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unruly parents that choose to cut the lines and pick their kids up in the
parking lot, and let’s show our friends at Academic Magnet that we are
grateful to be their neighbors and that we understand their impatience
and frustration.

Editorial: A New Year’s Resolution
by Aryana Chinn

Coming to SOA for my first year here, I
quickly noticed some differences from my old
school, James Island Charter High. In many
senses, this school has proven to be the most like
a tv show high school stereotype that I am ever
going to experience. There are close-knit clicks,
random bursts of live music throughout the
day and some great costume designers dressing
all our students. There is also the aspect that
everybody knows everybody in some way. There
is some good about this connection, and some
trouble that comes along with it that wasn’t as
prevalent at JICHS.
There have been at least three incidents that I heard about some
trouble happening in the school that had nothing to do with me or
any of my immediate circle. If something out of the ordinary happens,
everybody and their mom knows about it, partially because our student
body is pretty healthy and bad things rarely happen here. The way the
rest of the students react is just as important and has a great impact on
how destructive conflicts in our school are. Students that are involved in
problems at this school have their fate handed to the public to decide, even
if their story is turned on its head through the familiar pattern of gossip.
Kids talk, and it’s up to them if this child will be ostracized or redeemed.
This pattern is akin to cancel culture, and it needs to be stopped. Yes, it
is natural to be curious, but really it is not anyone’s business but those
immediately involved.
As a New Year’s resolution, let us as a school be more judicious
in the way we handle issues. If it affects you, talk to a teacher or a parent.
Know the facts, and try not to spread information if not necessary. Don’t
post things on social media and do turn away if a fight breaks out, or get
a teacher. Doing these things can help de-escalate the situation, which is
the bravest thing you can do. A big thanks and a happy New Year, readers.
Let’s bring the positive vibes for 2022!
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Carsyn’s Take: Netflix Cancellations

Fashion We Should Bring Back in 2022

Do I love Netflix? Yes. How
could you not? It has provided me with
the means to re-watch many of my old
favorites, which I had mostly forgotten
about, while also introducing me to new
favorites. From shows such as Julie and
the Phantoms, One Day at a Time, and
more, my problem doesn’t necessarily
lie with the streaming service, but with
the team behind it.
See, the two shows mentioned
above have now both been canceled, and
fans are not happy about it. However,
this was expected due to the fact that in
the past several years, Netflix has been
known to cancel popular shows and
replace them with shows and movies
they believe will sell. For instance, The Kissing Booth franchise has been
at the forefront of Netflix’s bad originals for a while now, yet even after
the first one received bad reviews, they still continued making them.
Along with this movie came other ones just like it, such as a She’s All
That remake with TikToker Addison Rae called He’s All That, or the
hated franchise of After, which may I add is based off of a Harry Styles
FANFICTION! All of these mediocre movies have become what represents
Netflix, instead of fan favorites such as Julie and the Phantoms and One
day at a Time.
So the question is, why does Netflix cancel “fan favorites” and add
in “entertainment” that a majority of audiences don’t like? The answer
to this question is actually open because no one knows. My hypothesis
is that Netflix has a cookie cutter design for making media where they
like to stay, which just happens to be in the middle of a teen rom-com,
probably due to the fact that a majority of people who discuss Netflix are
teenagers. The popularity of ‘90s teen romantic comedies with Gen-Z,
along with the explosion of fan-fiction (I don’t understand this; maybe
just delete for clarity) mean Netflix likely wanted to push this idea to the
screen, but failed. So, all of these projects may just be reattempts at this
goal; while sometimes it works - for example, the To All The Boys I’ve
Loved Before series - it usually does not.
With this also comes the idea of something called “hate watching,”
viewing a series for the pleasure of mocking it. This is something that
a lot of people nowadays do which may be why these movies are still
getting enough views and talk that Netflix gets financial gain and ideas
to make new ones.
With all of this, it starts to become understandable why there are
so many movies and shows that fall into this category. However, I don’t
believe that just because of the success of these projects, other shows
should be canceled. The shows that have been cancelled or are not being
continued all have fandoms and amazing representation that allow the
audience to feel connected to the story and the characters on screen.
This is where my main problem stems from; the movies and shows that
are being produced to replace older ones have no representation and
leave viewers attempting to connect with new characters.
Overall, I hope that Netflix starts hearing the concerns of its
audience and tries to apply this constructive criticism to their streaming
service so that everyone can enjoy entertainment in peace. RIP, JATP!

Do you ever remember that one
embarrassing piece of clothing from fifth
grade and think, “Should I have kept that?”
I know I do, all the time. Fashion trends are
always changing, hence the word trend. They
come and go, but that doesn’t mean they can’t
come back.
This is why I’d like to propose “fashion
we should bring back in 2022.” Some of these
are already coming back and some are straight
out of the water. All I’m going to say is hear
me out.
Starting off with shoes, the first
thing we should bring back are Heelys. In all
honesty, I’m just saying this because I’ve never
owned a pair, and I want to live the dream I always had in elementary
school. Another shoe we should bring back are LED sneakers. I don’t
care what anyone says, but these were some of the hottest shoes in the
game. All you had to do was change the light color to match your outfit.
The last shoe we should bring back are wedge sneakers. Any shoe that
makes me at least two inches taller is a shoe I need!
As for clothing combos, this one might seem a little weird, but
how about jeans underneath skirts and dresses. Ashley Tisdale absolutely
rocked this look in the early 2000s and I’m kind of obsessed. Another
combination I adore is patterned leggings under shorts. It’s warm, it’s
comfortable, and I think the hype around it died too quickly. I would
pair this with a pair of leg warmers and call it a day!
An accessory that definitely needs its redemption arc is the
feather boa. I don’t care if it looks tacky to some people, I think it’s
quite classy. I’d wear one with a cute tank top, low-rise jeans, and a pair
of matching jeans. Maybe a cute beret to top it off! Some people tend
to forget Y2K isn’t just Hello Kitty, sparkles, bootcut jeans, and Juicy
Couture tracksuits.
The last thing I think we should bring back are duck nails. No,
I’m not talking about the animal, I’m talking about the nail shape. Coffin,
almond, stiletto, booo tomato tomato tomato I’m throwing tomatoes.
Why stick to the classics when you can do something even cooler? A pro
of these nails is having more room for amazing nail art. Needless to say,
I have my next nail appointment booked!
At the end of the day, wear whatever makes you feel happy and
comfortable. It doesn’t matter how out of date it is. If you feel good
wearing it, that’s all that matters.

by Carsyn Smith

by Kenya Hines

Where Are They Now?
Applause staff writer Judith Hamrick reached out to 2021
SOA Theatre grad Hannah Bendure to learn about her time and
experiences since graduating from SOA.
Judith Hamrick: What college are you attending? What major
have you chosen? And how has SOA helped you pursue your
major in college?
Hannah Bendure: I decided to go to Winthrop University as a
Chemistry Major and a Biology Minor. SOA prepared me to be a STEM
major, especially my AP teachers. Teachers like Orchard, Godwin, Hill,
McCauley, Clark, Pickens, and McKinley helped me believe in my ability.
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Hannah Bendure

I don’t know where I would be without them.
JH: How has COVID-19 affected your
college experience?
HB: COVID had already deeply impacted my
college experience. I tested positive only two
weeks into my first semester. I fell behind in a
couple of classes on account of how quickly the
curriculum moves in a university. It was a huge
struggle to get back on my feet, but I ended up
being more independent and learned how to be
there for myself in difficult situations.
JH: What are the best and most
challenging aspects of college for you?
Hannah Bendure at
HB: The best part of college is the personal
growth. Everyone told me that college was graduation in 2021.
about “finding myself,” and I didn’t understand
what that meant until now. Your not under the shadow of your parents
or siblings or whatever. It’s a new town with new opportunities and the
chance to be yourself! That being said, it is also the worst part of college,
at least in the beginning. It was really scary to be in the middle of all that
newness. It took me a while to find really good friends. I was alone for my
first semester, but it all turned out good in the end.
JH: Have you chosen a career path to explore after college?
HB: My goal after undergrad is to attend a medical school and get my
MD and PhD. I’m interested in becoming an OBGYN, but I’m sure my
opinion will change when I go through grad school.
JH: Do you have any advice for underclassmen preparing for
school after graduation?
HB: My advice to high schoolers trying to graduate is not to stress about
your stupid GPA. I was obsessed with getting perfect grades and I’m
telling you now that high school GPA doesn’t matter in college! Don’t
stress if it’s not perfect.

Where Were They Then?
Happy Byrd

Giovanni Cusatis reached out to SOA Piano
teacher Dr. Happy Byrd to learn more about
her time before SOA.

GC: Where did you grow up, and what
are some of your favorite childhood
memories?
HB: I grew up in Fort Johnson Estates on James
Island. I love remembering the summers on the
James Island swim team. I had lots of friends
on the team, and we loved practice, teaching
Dr. Byrd at the
swimming lessons, and playing in the James
Charleston
Gaillard
Island Creek. I also loved playing the piano in
Center.
my high school jazz band, and in a private studio
band in Charleston called Leonard’s School
of Music. I loved the music and culture of the ‘60s and ‘70s. We wore
bell bottom jeans, big, bright, flowered prints, and headbands, and had
glow-in-the-dark posters on the walls and beads hanging from bedroom
doorways. I listened to Jackson 5, Stevie Wonder, Earth Wind and Fire
and Chicago on my radio and record player.
GC: What was life like after high school? Where did you go to
college?
HB: After high school, I went to the University of South Carolina School
of Music to study piano, then Boston University for a master’s degree in
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Mr. Naas Quote of the Month
“You’re not going to master the rest of your life
in one day. Just relax. Master the day. Then
just keep doing that every day.” -Anonymous
“Whenever you find yourself doubting how
far you can go, just remember how far you
have come. Remember everything you have
faced, all the battles you have won, and all the
fears you have overcome.” -N.R. Walker

I think these two quotes create a framework
to start off our new year. In last month’s
article, we explored a process to reflect and
Former
SOA
Computer gather our thoughts to create a plan in the
Science teacher, Mr. Naas, expression of resolutions. Today’s message
has shared his wisdom with addresses how to put these resolutions into
Applause for many years, and
action. Rather than taking the big picture
we would like to continue that
tradition after his retirement. contained in our resolution, I challenge you
to break the plan into small goals. What is
one little thing you can do today that will constitute a small step toward
your overall goal? It might be as simple as writing a list of steps and taking
the first step.
Now let’s look at the second quote. Any time during the year that
you feel overwhelmed and doubt your progress, remember this quote
and remember all the things you have accomplished in previous years.
Examine these accomplishments and ponder on the little steps that you
took to master these situations. Maybe it was getting into SOA, acing a test,
completing a school project, renewing a friendship that went bad, etc. Your
small steps will eventually lead to major accomplishments.

News
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Happy Byrd

Vocal Accompaniment, and back to USC for my
Doctorate Degree in Piano. I spent 3-7 hours a day
practicing piano, playing recitals and chamber
music. During the time I was working on my
Doctorate degree, I married my husband Ashley,
and we had our two sons. We have been married
for 30 years now!
GC: Where did you work before SOA?
HB: I taught at the College of Charleston for
many years before teaching at SOA. I taught
piano lessons, class piano, music theory lab, music
A young Ms. Byrd by
appreciation, and was the pianist for a chamber
the piano.
music ensemble called The Magnetic South. I also
accompanied many vocalists and instrumentalists for their recitals,
auditions and repertoire classes.
GC: What made you want to become a teacher?
HB: While I was growing up, I thought I wanted to focus on piano
performance, but I took piano pedagogy classes during college where
we were assigned several young students in private lessons and theory
lab classes each week. I loved the children and it felt like I had found
my purpose.I decided to major in piano pedagogy and have taught ever
since.
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GC: Do you have any advice for aspiring musicians?
HB: I have found that it’s valuable to be versatile in the styles you
can play-classical, popular, sacred, or musical theater, and to become
accomplished as a collaborative pianist or musician. Also one of the
most important skills to have as a musician is to be able to sight read
well. Collaborative pianists are in high demand as are church musicians.
Another important skill is to be able to play from a lead sheet with chord
symbols in different styles. The piano majors at SOA are working on
these skills along with their repertoire!
GC: In what ways have you been involved in piano outside of
school?
HB: I occasionally perform recitals with vocalists and instrumentalists,
and play for the Isle of Palms Methodist Church services a few times a
year. Before COVID, I always played for the Christmas parties and 4th of
July parties at the Franke Home. I am also a member of the Charleston
Music Teachers Association, which sponsors events for students such as
scholarship auditions, Achievement Day, and recitals.
GC: How’d you get the name “Happy?”
HB: My older brother named me Happy when I was born. He was five
years old, and wanted a baby brother. To ease the disappointment, my
mother let him give me a nickname. That’s not that interesting, but
since my married name is “Byrd,” I like to say that Happy Byrd is my

Student Artwork

by Julia Boyer,
10th Grade

by Charlotte Whitley,
8th Grade

by Whitney Werking,
8th Grade

by Ella Cutaia,
8th Grade

by Olive McCoy,
8th Grade

by Elliot Martin,
8th Grade

by Michelle Barrios
Aguilar,
8th Grade

by Eliza Bradham,
8th Grade

by Audra Elm,
8th Grade
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Native American name… sort of like “Running Deer” or something. It’s
a good stage name!

Applause Meets with 2021 SOA Grad JT
Ho-Mueller

Provided

remarkable at the piano.’” The Charleston jazz scene is bare bone
because there is no community and JT believes that getting these kids
together to see what each other can do will be inspiring, “that’s what
makes monsters.” For those who are looking to pursue music, the best
advice that JT can give you is to “Just do it and get over yourself. Do
whatever you want to do. If you wanna learn what you wanna learn just
do it, go do it. Find that person, make opportunities for yourself. Go and
find people who want to listen to you. Find those mentors who put you
through the fire but make you become a better musician in the end. It’s
so easy to demystify the process. People look at me and they say ‘oh my
god your this your that’ and I’m like ‘I would be nothing if it weren’t for
the people that showed me the ropes.’”

Female Artist Highlight: Carole King
by Norah Bernstein

Each issue, Norah Bernstein highlights an influential female singer.
Carole King became a household name in the ‘70s when she began
breaking many of the stereotypes
around women of that time. In a
time when songwriter duos were
mostly male, King, alongside her
partner and future husband, Gerry
Goffin, broke boundaries. The team
was a part of the Brill Building, a hub
for rock and roll hits. Working with
Goffin, King wrote for artists such
as Aretha Franklin, The Monkees,
Carole King
The Shirelles, and The Drifters. At
the age of seventeen, she became pregnant, thus beginning her journey
through a male driven field as a talented young woman. She described
herself as a “working woman,” and stated that she stuck out amongst her
fellow wives of doctors or lawyers. After struggling with stage fright and
a canceled tour, she would devote herself to her solo work. Her second
solo album, Tapestry, that included songs such as “(You Make Me Feel
Like A) Natural Woman,” “Beautiful,” “You’ve Got A Friend,” “I Feel the
Earth Move,” and “So Far Away,” stayed at number one on the Billboard
charts for fifteen weeks. Partnerships with singers such as James Taylor
and Joni Mitchell allowed her to form bonds with artists that would
support and enhance her career for years to come. King and Taylor are
still friends today and have toured together multiple times.
Linnea Ransford, a Junior Vocal Major, reflects on how King has
affected her. “King is an inspiration because of her impact throughout
many decades and the world. She says that seeing the beauty in the
world helps us see the beauty in ourselves.” Ransford also states that the
song “Natural Woman,” recorded by Aretha Franklin, “never fails to give
me chills.” Wendy Bernstein reflects on her love of Carole King, “As a
product of the 70s myself, I can remember belting out “Natural Woman”
and “I Feel the Earth Move” with my mom in the car, but personally I
can say that “Beautiful” is the song that speaks to my heart more than
any of Carole King’s songs. It should be every woman’s mantra that gets
them going daily.” She also states that King proved that, “perseverance
and confidence in yourself are the keys to success.” In October of 2013,
a musical was released that shared the story of her life through the
use of her songs, and it was titled Beautiful: The Carole King Musical.
The musical closed in October of 2019, but ran for about six years.
In October of 2021, King became the third female artist in history to
be inducted into the Hall of Fame twice. She has been respected as a

Rolling Stone

Receiving a one hundred on his thesis at SOA, JT Ho-Mueller
started college life in Boston, MA with a full ride to Berklee College of
Music. He graduated with distinction in the class of 2021 with a 3.92
GPA. JT’s grandmother inspired him to start playing the piano. “She
was a piano player and she pushed my mom to become a piano player, to
the point where she hated it. So at a young age
my grandmother started pushing me as well,”
says JT. He’s had a different outcome than his
mother; he loved it, always practicing for three
or more hours at a time, he soon decided to
audition for Charleston County School of the
Arts in 6th grade.
JT’s high school experience came with
some struggles. “I was that weird kid who really
wanted to pursue music; this school isn’t the best
for pursuing professional growth. By the time I
got to senior year not many people wanted to
go professional in their major.” Feeling like the
JT Ho-Mueller
only one wanting to pursue his major made him
feel like the odd one out. This only pushed him
to work harder and harder. He graduated as one of the best in his class,
going on to bigger and better things.
Applying to Berklee College of Music, JT got accepted with a full
ride. He wasn’t too surprised when he got accepted into the college, but
when he received the letter saying that he would get a full ride, he was
thrilled. Student life is intense, JT says: “All the kids are in it. It has
facilitated my growth far beyond any other school. I do miss how easy
SOA was though”. The most important reason for JT’s success in playing
the piano is because people believe in him. He says, “That is so valuable
for kids because all they want in life is someone who is a role model to
say ‘ok kid you’re gonna be able to do this’. You want someone who is
going to be able to believe in you because it is so important to have a
mentor in life.”
JT’s future is looking bright, with intentions of going on tour,
teaching music, and being an inspiration to kids, “I want to be that
guy who makes people think, ‘wow he came from nothing and is still
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musician and songwriter for decades now, and has inspired many of the
new generation.

Have You Ever Seen a Ghost?
by Carl Macklin

npr.org

Have you ever seen a ghost? That was the question that Horror
Fiction author Grady Hendrix started his Writers Talk and Q & A session
with when he came in November. At first no one
wanted to answer. Of course they didn’t, who
wants to be the first person to admit to seeing a
ghost? But after a few minutes half the class had
their hands in the air, waiting for their chance to
talk about an encounter with the supernatural.
He talked about his five year career as
a telephone operator of a parapsychological
research center, and if that isn’t an interesting
enough job already, he also had somewhat of a
Grady Hendrix
code to follow when answering the phone set for
him by his boss: “You can’t validate what they’re telling you.” “But also,
you can’t invalidate them, because you don’t know.” “So what I did for
five years was listen to people tell me these [ghost] stories,’’ the ideal
job for a future horror novelist I would wager, but he never talked about
how this affected his writing career. In fact, he never even talked about
his books; he just listened to our ghost stories. When I asked him about
this later, he laughed and said “They don’t want to talk about my books,
they want to talk about ghosts!” And talk about ghosts we did, like he
must have done for five years.
For those who are interested in Grady Hendrix’s work, his nonfiction Paperbacks From Hell is, while heavily explicit, a fascinating
and hysterical history of the strange and terrifying ‘70s and ‘80s horror
scene. His fiction work can be found in Horrorstör the horror comedy
about a night at ORSK (the more dementided equivalent of IKEA)
and his new novel The Final Girl Support Group, about the survivors
of popular horror fiction, and what happens when their bad luck gets
worse. People are complex, death is scary, and when someone who is
close to us dies our minds do complex things. Horror as a genre is good
at bringing this to the forefront, and Grady Hendrix is a great example
of what just that done really well.

Student Perspective: Miranda Hartnett
by Emma Brubaker

MH: In Classical with Dr. Byrd, we are given time to individually
practice repertoire assigned by our private teachers. As a class, we work
on theory, sight-reading, and playing scales, cadences, and arpeggios.
In Jazz with Mr. Harvey, we do more work in groups and as a class,
including sight-reading and playing various instruments on our
keyboards as a band. We learn and listen to jazz standards and practice
improvising by warming up with specific finger patterns and analyzing
chords. We also have occasional history projects on certain musicians
and jazz styles. Throughout the year, there are recitals for both Classical
and Jazz, and we spend much of our time preparing for them as well as
auditions and competitions.
EB: How has Covid changed your major?
MH: Before COVID-19, we were already sitting away from each other
at our keyboards, and since we’ve returned to school from learning at
home, there’s been plexiglass between our keyboards. When we were
learning on Zoom, it was harder to communicate and we didn’t have
in-person recitals. Mrs. Benson and Mr. Harvey were patient and
understanding, but the experience just wasn’t the same. This school
year, we’ve been easing back into being in-person and had our first inperson recital in a while this past November.
EB: What was the scariest part of the audition?
MH: For me, the scariest part of auditioning was being nervous to
perform my pieces and answer questions. There was really nothing to
worry about, and the worst part of the audition was anticipating it. Once
I got over the pre-performance nerves, it was exciting and rewarding.
EB: Do you think you will continue with your major after high
school?
MH: Yes! I plan to pursue Music Composition in college with piano as
my primary instrument and be a composer and arranger in the music
and film industries.

SOA Seniors Share College Plans
By Lauren Holladay

SOA Applause staff member Lauren Holladay talked with two
seniors, Ryan Hinske and Cass Lewis, about their plans after
graduating from SOA.
As the summer months approach, seniors all over the world are
preparing to leave high school and begin college. Come fall this year,
School of the Arts will be welcoming a new group of seniors to campus
after waving goodbye to the class of 2022.
Ryan Hinske, an SOA Vocal Major, will be one of the many
seniors graduating from School of the Arts this year. After four years
at SOA, Ryan will soon be saying goodbye to
high school while welcoming his next few years
in college. Ryan applied to a large number
of schools, and after close consideration, has
chosen the college he will be attending in the fall:
DePaul University, located in Chicago, Illinois.
He has been accepted to the Honors College,
and received word of his acceptance only six
hours after he submitted his application. While
searching for colleges to apply to, Ryan looked at
schools with a few important standards in mind.
He focused on colleges located in or near the
Ryan Hinske
city, as cities often offer more job and internship
opportunities. Luckily, Chicago is a very large city, and despite the wind
and cold temperatures, Ryan is excited about his new environment.

Lauren Holladay

Provided

Emma Brubaker: What was your SOA Piano audition like?
Miranda Hartnett: To audition for 9th Grade, I learned two classical
pieces of contrasting styles and performed them
from memory. Mrs. Benson, Mr. Clarke, and
an assistant judge had me sight-read and play
scales and chords. They briefly interviewed
me about my piano education and asked me to
open up a bit about my artistic point of view,
strengths, and weaknesses. They made me feel
welcome and calm at my audition, and I left
hopeful to return to SOA. Overall, the process
was straightforward, the student volunteer
who guided me to the audition was very kind,
Miranda Hartnett
and the teachers and assistants were sincere and
supportive.
EB: How would you describe what you do in your major to
someone who knows nothing about the Piano major?
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the creative writing room, where she spent so much of her time in the
past seven years: “Being able to spend every day with my best friends
has made my time here so rewarding,” Cass recalls. Her approach to
graduation allows Cass to reminisce about the past six years she spent
at SOA, while still being thrilled to attend college in the near future. As a
student of the 2022 graduating class, Cass motivates future SOA students
to enjoy their time in high school, as it ends quicker than it seems: “High
school is high-stress, but don’t put too much pressure on yourself- have
fun, get lit, and enjoy it while you can!”
With SOA’s 2022 graduation approaching quickly, seniors are spending
more and more time with friends and are cherishing their last year in
high school. In reminiscence, seniors remember their favorite times
at SOA, the highlights of their majors, and the best days with friends
before saying goodbye at the end of the school year, when they will have
completed their high school journey, only to start a new one soon.

Growing Up as a Competitive Pianist
by Carsyn Smith

From age four to eleven, the competitive piano world was all I
knew. There were tears of joy when I won competing against people twice
my age to tears of sadness when the
mental pressure of being a “child
prodigy” weighed too hard on me.
Who knew twiddling my fingers on
piano keys would be so hard.
When I was four years
old, my mom enlisted me in piano
lessons at Fox Music. The early
days were mostly spent trying
to understand what scales were, A young Carsyn poses at the piano.
memorizing what sound and
symbol goes with each note, and pizza party days before recitals. I don’t
necessarily remember everything, but being in a black room with foam
squares on the walls and theory books getting more difficult as the colors
get darker are etched in my mind forever.
Being so young and playing such piano was initially more like a
party trick that four year old me would pull out when my family came
around, but soon things started to become a bit more serious. After the
recitals came judges, and with judges came competition. People may ask,
“Is competitive piano a thing?” Yes, and it is one of the most stressful
things that I have ever experienced. It started out easy, though. First
came judging sessions that we’d have once a year where a lady from the
American College of Musicians would come into our studio, and judge
two pieces that you would play, along with testing theory knowledge such
as cadences, chords, and scales. I remember having to dress up nicely for
this, searching Macy’s and Belk for hours. I usually would just end up
wearing one of those holiday dresses and tights with little Mary Janes
which made me resemble a life size American Girl Doll. My tiny palms
sweat and grew bigger every year with the thought of promised ice cream
on my mind if I got through it; those were the easy days.
As I got older, competitions were the talk of the town in the piano
world, and I drove anywhere from an hour to three to get to one. My
favorite and most memorable was a competition held at The University
of South Carolina. Sometimes when competing, I would have to compete
against someone else for a certain spot or opportunity, but for this
competition, I was competing against myself. Levels of excellence would
be determined, depending on the score the judges would give me. I think
that was why I always liked USC’s competition because although the
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Also while searching for colleges, Ryan looked for majors that could help
him pursue his passion in sports broadcasting; he plans on majoring
in Sports Communication at DePaul, which will hopefully allow him to
continue on the path to becoming a sports broadcaster.
As a sports lover himself, Ryan knew that sports broadcasting
was in his future before he started at SOA in the ninth grade. Through
sports broadcasting, Ryan hopes to share athletes’ stories with the world
in attempts to encourage others to overcome their hardships, like many
athletes in our society have done: “I want to inspire sports and nonsports fans to push through adversity by telling the stories of those who
did it themselves in the form of world-class athletes,” Ryan states. His
education at DePaul will encourage Ryan to grow in his knowledge of
sports broadcasting, and will allow him to pursue his ultimate goal when
it comes to his education: graduate school at Syracuse University.
As his time at SOA comes to a close, Ryan looks back on his last
four years attending SOA with only good things to say. He feels lucky to
have been able to attend a school like SOA, and admires it’s inclusiveness,
diversity, and incredible teachers; “I cannot imagine myself getting into
DePaul Honors without the wonderful teachers I have been working with
over my four years at SOA,” Ryan declares. While he can’t wait to graduate
and move to Chicago, Ryan cherishes every moment he has left in high
school, as “these years have been the best of my life, and it would be a
shame for me to rush through them”. As graduation seeps closer, Ryan
remembers some of his good times at SOA. One of his favorite memories
is a recent one, when he and his best friend, Tripp Carrington, had the
opportunity to finish off their final SOA Holiday Concert together at the
front of the stage. As a senior who has had the opportunity to attend SOA
for four years, Ryan leaves a little bit of advice for the future graduates to
remind them to appreciate every moment: “It’s so hard to do sometimes,
but living in the moment is so important, because the end is sooner than
you think,” he states. Ryan has thoroughly enjoyed all of his time at SOA
in the past four years, but looks to the future eager and excited to begin
the next chapter of his life at DePaul.
Another senior who will be graduating from School of the Arts
in the fall, Cassidy (Cass) Lewis, has been attending SOA as a creative
writing major since sixth grade. Cass aspires to attend a school that is
different from her high school environment. This led her to looking into
larger schools and many schools that are located in the city, in contrast
to SOA life. While she hasn’t decided where she will be attending college
yet, she has applied and been accepted to many already, including College
of Charleston, Ithaca College, and Ryan’s soon-to-be home, DePaul
University. These acceptances have her excited for college and have
given her lots to think about in terms of where she will be attending. As a
creative writing major, Cass has spent a lot of her time in the past seven
years writing and studying writing. She hopes to continue to grow in her
writing in college, and has applied to most of her schools as an English
major: “This felt right as I’ve dedicated a lot of time to studying writing,
and hope to continue that education in university,” she mentions.
While she has always known she wanted to attend college, Cass
is still unsure as to what she plans to do after college: “I have a lot of
dreams but it might take me a while to figure out which one I plan to
follow,” Cass says. Like many of the other seniors who will be graduating
this year, Cass is grateful to have spent her middle and high school years
attending School of the Arts. Learning at SOA has given her a “better
idea of where [she] want[s] to head in the future,” and she is looking
forward to her college experience, beginning in the fall. She cannot wait
to graduate and then spend her break having fun in the summer months,
before leaving for college when the cooler weather hits.
Looking back at her time at SOA, Cass values all of the memories she has
made and the people she has met. Her favorite memories were made in
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comparison and gloating of what color/score ribbon I got, I was never

actually going up against someone. Nevertheless, the anxiety behind sitting
in a room with all the other competitors and their families while the judges
sat at a table in the front calling out names for each level is still palpable to
this day. I also looked forward to going to a certain gift shop upstairs that
always had Christmas ornaments with different instruments,picking a new
piano ornament every year.
Other places I’ve traveled to include Georgetown, Savannah,
Georgia, Columbia College and more. Some of my most famous
achievements that earned me the title of “nationally recognized and
ranked,” include receiving “Critic’s Circle” on my National Piano Playing
Auditions in 2016, which is for Top Talents Only, earning mentions at the
Sonatina Competition, having few years on National Roll, etc.
So if all of my accomplishments made me so happy, why did I stop?
As I mentioned earlier, pressure played a big part. From all angles, even
accidental ones, piano became more of a chore than something I actually
enjoyed doing. Once I got to a certain level of success, I felt as though people
started to expect more and more, and it got to a point where “outdoing”
myself consumed my mind. After leaving the competitive piano world, I
tried different ways to find enjoyment in playing such as performing songs
I was familiar with or jazz piano, but nothing stuck. However, I don’t regret
anything from the life I had in that world, and have been able to find music
enjoyable again over the past few years. I’m now starting to get more into
songwriting and with that, being able to play piano is an advantage. So,
in the words of my favorite judge, “I can tell music is an important part of
your life. You love it so much that you carefully and joyfully tend to your
musical garden and weed out any wrong note, errors and sloppiness and
because of this, you have so many beautiful music flowers.” And I want
that garden to keep growing.

GaffneyLewis is a Proud Sponsor of the Charleston County School of the
Arts and wishes all the Pegasus Community an Exciting and Healthy
2021-2022 School Year!

171 CHURCH STREET ⋅ SUITE 160 ⋅ CHARLESTON ⋅ SC
3700 FOREST DRIVE ⋅ SUITE 400 ⋅ COLUMBIA ⋅ SC
803.790.8838 ⋅ GAFFNEYLEWIS.COM

Litigating Throughout South Carolina
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Sophomore Theatre Major Sullivan
Ryan and Jack Hinske Eppes spent Christmas with his family.
(10th and 12th)
travelled to Paris,
France.

Kingsley Gayney,
Junior Visual Arts
Major, got a new
piercing.

What did SOA do
over Winter break?

Ellison Holland got engaged
to her best friend, Lilian
Thomas (both 11th grade
fashion majors), at a Waffle
House.

Junior Strings Major Elizabeth
Hornig went to Canada to see
her family after two years. She
collected many “toques” and
had fun traveling Alberta.

Peter O’Malley, Junior Strings Major, played
cello duets with his dad in Vermont.

Features

Junior Theatre Major
Maile Marklein went
skiing in McHenry,
Maryland.

Junior Theatre Major Thea Putney
worked on her golfing skills at a
driving range at the Grand Sierra
Casino in Reno, Nevada.

Junior Theatre Major
Judith Hamrick and
a friend lived it up in
Disney World.

Kenya Hines, 11th
grade Theater Major,
opens up Christmas
presents at their
aunt’s house in New
Jersey.

Ms. DeTiberus hiking
in Zion National Park
in Utah on Christmas
day.
Junior Visual Arts Major
Kayla Herrmann created
a mural in her bedroom.

Sophomore Band
Major Emma
Brubaker went rock
climbing at Half
Moon Outfitters with
her family.
Junior Vocal Major
Norah Bernstein
visited Nashville,
TN and toured both
Vanderbilt and
Belmont University.
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Evelyn Bueschgen,
Junior Visual Arts
Major, enjoyed a
holiday dinner with
her family - crab
legs!

Eli Bundy, Senior Band
Major, and Maya Bundy,
Freshman Band Major,
skiing in Colorado.
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by Aryana Chinn

What are the Applause staff’s New
Year’s Resolutions?
Kayla Herrman: To finally skate rails.
Lauren Holladay: Nothing, I’m already cool.
Kenya Hines: Make Andrew Garfield fall in love with me
(and get married).
Carsyn Smith: Disguise myself as Kenya to steal Andrew
Garfield.
Judith Hamrick: Take Andrew Garfield while Kenya and
Carsyn are distracted.
Aryana Chinn: Bamboozle Judith, Carsyn, and Kenya
because it’s funny, and fistbump Andrew Garfield.
Carl Macklin: Learn how to hold my breath for 5 minutes.
Ryan Hinske: Learn how to hold my breath for 6 minutes.
Peter O’Malley: To come up with a New Year’s Resolution
for 2023.
Lawson Adams: Since I’m too nice and understanding,
I’m going to hate and hold more grudges.
Grace Baker: I will perform the Patronus Charm on
Lawson’s hate and grudges.
Norah Bernstein: Convince the Applause staff that Tom
Holland is superior.
Madelynne Burt: Make as much money as possible.
Emma Brubaker: Be better.
Sullivan Eppes: Get my geometry grade up.
Giovanni Cusatis: Get an A in AP Music Theory.
Kingsley Gainey: To be more outgoing.
Jada Fickling: Get that scholarship $$$.
Julia Dubay: Grow a new collarbone.
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SOA Strings Majors
to Play in SCMEA All
State Orchestra
CHAMBER MUSIC CHARLESTON PRESENTS

Francisco Fullana

with the

Charleston County School of the Arts

Sinfonietta

The following Strings Majors were
chosen for the All State Orchestra
after the audition on January 8th.

6-8 Orchestra
Violin I
Elliot MacDonald
Kenneth Joyce
Callie Williams
Ava Whitener
Elijah Liu
Lila Elm

Violin II
Jonathan Mei
Rayna Perez Prichard
Alternate: Victoria Chan
Cello
Myles Owens-Walker
Luciano Cusatis
John Stuckey
Maya Pehl
Francisco Fullana

Viola
Kate Selvitelli
Bass
Alternate: Juvon Gilliard

9-10 Orchestra
Violin I
Alex Lim
Trow Weeks
Carolina Agrest
Charleston County School of the Arts Sinfonietta

FEBRUARY 10 @7PM I CofC SOTTILE THEATRE
MOZART Serenade in D Major, K. 239, “Serenata notturna”
BACH Violin Concerto in D minor BWV 1052R
ELGAR Serenade for String Orchestra in E minor, Op. 20
presented free of charge with advance purchase required as part
of Chamber Music Charleston’s Youth Chamber Music Initiative

CMC

tickets: 843.953.GSBO (4726) • gsbo.cofc.edu

W W W. C H A M B E R M U S I C C H A R L E S T O N . O R G

Violin II
Nicholas Grayson
Eloise Hastie
Gabrielle Chinnis-Limehouse
Kayley Genova
Viola
Riley Borkowski
Cyle Tang
Cello
Jade Williams
Kate Selby
Alternate: Anne Sterba
Bass
Devin O’Brien
Justin Gilliard
Tyson Gallerani
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Alternate: Ayden Caffarel

11-12 Orchestra
Violin I
Elaina Gable
Margaret Moore
Evan Baker
Addison Black
Emily Russell

Violin II
Sophia Kozlowski
Alex Selby
Giovanni Cusatis
Kaitlin Petersen
Daniel Maniscalco
Nash Doar
Malaika Affonso
Grace Pennington
Lena Fimian
Cello
Peter O’Malley
Decker Elam
Bass
Sadie Wood

CONTINUE YOUR
PASSION FOR

AT
COLLEGE
OF
s
t
r
a
e
CHARLESTON

th

sota.cofc.edu

sota.cofc.edu

art & architectural
halsey institute of
arts management contemporary art
history

historic preservation
& community planning music studio art theatre & dance

: go.cofc.edu/artscalendar
N • 2021-22 arts events
R
A
• scheduling a virtual or in-person meeting/tour: arts@cofc.edu
E
T
L OU • art scholarship & january audition info: go.cofc.edu/artscholarships
• application info: go.cofc.edu/CofCNext
AB
(student discounts available)

apply by jan. 15 • receive your decision on march 1
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Horoscopes

Horoscopes
by Julia Dubay

Virgo- Hey Virgo, listen, being popular in high school
should not be your main goal. Those millennials who make fun of
Gen Z on TikTok peaked in high school, and look where they ended
up. You’re going to end up being the coolest parent at your kid’s
soccer games. You have a personality, I know you do. Be yourself.
You got this.
Libra- I don’t think that person you’ve been hung up on
lately is the one, honey. They aren’t great for you and I think you
know that. You can move on, you deserve so much better. Go get
McDonald’s at 10 pm, It’ll be good for you. Also, those ten missed
assignments aren’t going to do themselves. You’re smart, show
them. Senioritis might have gotten you, or will soon, but at least
you got into that college you wanted. Your boss attitude might be a
bit much sometimes but it’s part of you and it’s amazing. You use it
for good and we see it.
Scorpio- We get it, you’re hot. You definitely should ask
that person to prom, or anyone, they’d say yes. Make sure you get
your tickets on time, though. I know you might put off doing it like
you put off practicing your major. If you’re being indecisive right
now, you’re too pretty for that, go with your gut.
Sagittarius- Okay, Sagittarius, the new haircut was worth
it. If you are thinking of getting one soon you definitely should and
this is your sign. Your theatrical, yet subtle personality lights up the
room and adds so much life to the classroom. Your style is fire by
the way. Of course, if you are an introverted Sagittarius (because
the stars were just a millimeter off at your birth), your quieted
personality does not go unnoticed. Go and get yourself a frosted
coffee from Chick Fil A.
Capricorn- It’s a new year Capricorn, don’t let anyone
tell you you’re too competitive. Be competitive! Winning in PE
does matter and will bring you success in life. Ask Dr. Cusatis, he
dominated in dodgeball as a high schooler and has formed a more
punctual newspaper staff than any other school. Also please tell
me you had your coffee this morning, it’ll benefit the world around
you.
Aquarius- Stop messing with people’s feelings. It doesn’t
look good on you. Proud of you for that confidence though. Your
birthday falls near Valentines Day; use that confidence for good. If
you are the one whose feelings are getting messed with, cut them
off; it’ll be good for you. You know what, staying inside and eating
ice cream while watching Star Wars alone, might be the way to go.
Honestly, it’s a power move.
Pisces- You are changing the path you thought you’d always
be on and it’s going great! It might be harder than you thought, but
now you are doing what you love. That’s amazing. Focus on you
right now, even if you feel like you’ve been doing that for a while…
sorry you’re going to have to deal with it because we deal with you.
Love you! Also, I hear the banana bread at Starbucks is the best, go
and get some after school.
Aries- Aries, you are the best sign and you know it. All I
have to say is to be you. Wear what you want, and do not burden
yourself with things that are not your fault or responsibility. That’s
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not healthy, Aries. Let’s start the new year off healthy mentally
and physically. You look great, hold your head up high, and buy
yourself that vague clothing item you’ve had your eye on if you
haven’t already. I’m proud of you!
Taurus- Hey, bestie. You either love reading your
horoscope or don’t believe it and read it anyway. I would know.
Either way, people do love having you in their presence. Don’t be
anxious or lazy; reach out and make some plans. It’ll benefit you.
I promise. Also, your mom told me you should probably clean
your depression room. Put on some Taylor Swift or Bruno Mars
and get it done; you can do it.
Gemini- Don’t let yourself become who Madison Beer
made you out to be in her song, “Selfish.” When people ask
you what your sign is and you hesitate before you speak, let’s
remember you don’t have to identify with an alignment of stars,
or where the moon was, or a song that was written in the year
2020. Now you might have to think before you speak a little bit
more, but your lively personality is what people look forward to
so don’t be afraid to let it out.
Cancer- It’s okay to cry, sometimes you just have to get
it out. Don’t let people pin that on your sign. You are so strong
and we see that. Your laugh is contagious, don’t be afraid to show
it. I aspire to have that kind of carefree personality. Sorry that
your sign sometimes gets mistaken for a devastating disease,
and you probably never got to have a cupcake birthday party
in Elementary school. I advise you to read the last line in Leo’s
horoscope.
Leo- Love the energy you’re giving lately. Use your
leadership and warm-heartedness, I know you have it in you.
You know what? Good for you for having a summer birthday in
the South. That is inspiring. Remember to take breaks though,
pushing yourself that hard is going to take its toll. Getting a B
in math will not be the end of the world, you are doing amazing.
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TV Series Review: Hawkeye
by Sullivan Eppes

If you’ve been keeping up with the
Marvel Cinematic Universe (or MCU), I’m
sure you know about the superhero, Hawkeye.
When it comes to his treatment in the MCU, it’s
really not been great. I think the biggest reason
for this is the
fact that Jeremy
Renner,
who
portrays Hawkeye,
did not have a lot
of time on screen
before his show.
But now we have
six episodes of
Hawkeye content,
and they are all
good.
Hawkeye
does a great job
of delving into
the character of
Clint Barton and
how the events of Avengers: Endgame and
prior affected him. The show also excelled at
connecting itself to the rest of the MCU and
introducing new parts of the universe not yet
explored. They introduce Vincent D’Onofrio’s
Kingpin, who is perceived dead after the show’s
conclusion, which I really hope is not the case.
If he is actually dead, then why would they
introduce him to the MCU, just to kill him off
right away? I also did not like how they handled
the character Echo, played by Alaqua Cox. I
feel like they started her side quest to avenge
her dad and then it was put on the backburner.
Hawkeye was a great way to delve
into the organized crime of New York City in
the MCU, showing how much of it Kingpin
actually controlled. The show, like most
recent MCU projects, nails comic relief, it
never feels forced, and doesn’t take away from
any emotional moments. Hailee Steinfeld
as Kate Bishop Steals every scene she is in.
Since the holidays are over, there
isn’t much reason to revisit Hawkeye for
about eleven months other than the fact
that this show is outstanding, and one of
the best Marvel shows we’ve gotten all year.

TV Series Review: Get
Back
by Tripp Carrington

Just before the three hour mark in
Peter Jackson’s nearly eight hour behemoth of

Reviews
a documentary,
the
legendary
Paul McCartney
remarks
that
“the great thing
about a piano
is that there it
all is. There’s all
the music ever…
All that’s ever
been
written
is right there.”
With over fifty
years
between
the present and
the last time The Beatles released an album,
it is easy to think of McCartney’s statement
in regards to the long disbanded band: every
note The Beatles played has been accessible
for decades, so why does Get Back feel like
something completely new?
This
delightfully
self-indulgent,
unflinching look into the twenty-two day
process that crescendos into The Beatles’ final
live performance is as close as one can get to
seeing the band as they really were. Although
everyone in the band is aware of the camera
crew and occasionally acts out as if they are
trying to prove who should win the Class
Clown superlative (Ringo by a landslide),
there are many moments in which they seem
to forget that they are being observed, and
these snippets are, for lack of a better word,
heavenly.
Whether it is unedited footage of
McCartney on his bass as he discovers the
melody for “Get Back,” George Harrison
teaching Ringo Starr basic music theory to help
him develop what would become “Octopus’s
Garden,” or a group of local policemen tasked
with shutting down the now-famous rooftop
concert, there are numerous scenes within
Jackson’s masterpiece that harmoniously
accompany fabled songs and events with which
fans are already familiar.
However, the highlights of Get Back are
the quiet conversations the bandmates share
that occasionally have little to do with the task
at hand. Where most documentarians would fill
these spaces with unnecessary interviews from
modern celebrities about their relationship
with The Beatles’ music, Jackson wisley lets
every word linger as if the viewer is a teacher
closely monitoring four students completing a
group project, rather than a fan watching the
greatest band of all time create a monumental
moment in music history. McCartney was right
when he said that all music is contained within
a piano’s seven octaves, but surprises like
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Get Back prove that not everything has been
discovered yet.

TV Review: Billie Eilish’s
Appearance on SNL
by Julia Dubay and Carsyn Smith

In 2021, Billie Eilish made her
second appearance on Saturday Night Live,
not only performing but acting in several skits
as a Guest Host. Carsyn Smith and Julia
Dubay, big Billie Eilish fans, speak on their
favorite skits from the night. Carsyn adds an
actress’s perspective on the pressure of acting
that Billie faced.
JD: Christmas cards being sent during
the holiday season are full of thoughtful
reasoning, such as: keeping in touch, sending
your regards, and
according to this
SNL skit, sending
hidden passiveaggressive
messages
while
showing off your
family. The skit
begins with a
husband and wife
admiring all the
Christmas Cards
they received this
year. They are under the impression each one is
a kind gesture, soon we realize the true feelings
of their “friends” when the camera zooms
in and they begin speaking. Near the end of
the skit, we see Billie with her family. She is
portrayed as an old high school bully named
Harper. Harper brags about her cookie-cutter
family and the unfaithful, rich man she is now
married to. She aspires to look perfect in every
way and make everyone jealous even though
she is very flawed. This person looks like she
peaked in high school and believed popularity
was her personality trait and ultimate goal in
life. This skit made me laugh out loud because
of how self-aware this character was. Even if
some cards reminded me of people I knew,
this skit was most definitely my favorite.
CS: This skit has to be my absolute
favorite of the entire episode, and nobody will
ever change that opinion. Being in a hotel is an
experience in itself, but again Kate McKinnon
and Billie Eilish truly bring out the humor in
this setting. In this scene, the duo are workers
at a basic hotel and are trying to sell a stay
there to the audience. From the bland hotel
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manager outfits that almost look like pilot
uniforms to the monotonous ad delivery, I was
cracking up the entire time. But I can not talk
about this scene without talking about my two
favorite parts that I cry laughing at, and those
are the breakfast section and “I am chaos.” One
of the things I hate most about hotels is how
early you have to wake up to eat their mediocreat-best breakfast options, and they drive this
home. McKinnon and Eilish go back and forth
discussing their menu items such as waffle
machine, soggy eggs, questionable sausage, and
yogurt in a locked fridge that you have to wake
up at 4 a.m. to get. Along with this, special guest
Finneas O’Connell, Eilish’s brother, pops in as
the awkward bellhop boy who watches loud
YouTube videos without headphones, gives you
the creeps, and encompasses all in the line, “I
am chaos,” which makes me laugh every time.
Overall, Billie Eilish did a great job as
the host especially from the perspective that
she hates acting which she mentioned in her
opening monologue. Eilish opens up about
what it was like to grow up in a family where
everybody was an actor and its drawbacks. From
an actor’s perspective, I completely understand
where she was coming from because I have an
older brother who is an actor as well, so I know
what it feels like to have that subconscious
pressure. I also feel kind of the opposite of
Eilish’s relationship with her mom, because
both my mom and my brother are singers which
has led me to become nervous when singing.
Through this monologue, I also see why she
broke quite a bit throughout her skits, not only
because they were funny, but also because of
her nerves. All of these things just show that she
persevered through these obstacles and tried
her best, which made for a great performance.

Classic Movie Review:
Blade Runner
by Peter O’Malley

A grim portrayal of the future, Ridley
Scott’s Blade Runner follows Rick Deckard
(Harrison Ford), tasked to assassinate six
fugitive androids, known in the film as
“Replicants.” However, unlike many films with
a theme of man versus machine, Blade Runner
succeeds in making viewers feel empathetic
towards the artificially-intelligent Replicants,
who turn out not to be much different than
Deckard.
Set in 2019 Los Angeles, the 1982 science
fiction film does not bring any sense of optimism
for the future. Everything’s very industrial, and
the whole environment is very bleak and dirty.

Reviews
As
discovered
midway through
the film, many
humans
have
left the planet,
leaving only those
who either could
not afford a way
off of Earth or
were ineligible to
do so. Also worth
noting is the level
of commercialism
throughout the
film. It could
just be Ridley
Scott’s clever version of product placement,
but in almost every shot from outside, you can
see a Coca-Cola billboard, or occasionally one
advertising Atari. I thought the Atari billboards
were pretty funny to see in what’s supposed to
be 2019.
At the start of the film, the six Replicants
Deckard has to kill are presented as ruthless,
bloodthirsty beings with the sole intent of
murdering those who stand in their way. In the
final act, however, I began to feel real sympathy
for the last remaining Replicant, and that’s
what I think Ridley Scott did incredibly in Blade
Runner. This last Replicant knew he’d die soon
(Replicants having only a finite number of years
to live) and was doing whatever he could to buy
more time. As he chased Deckard, his functions
were depleting; his death was near. There are
few films where the antagonist becomes such
a complex, relatable character, and the closest
comparison I can make to this is Darth Vader in
Return of the Jedi.
The soundtrack plays an important role
in the tone of the film. It’s no John Williams
soundtrack, and its heavy use of synthesizers
makes it hard to forget that it’s an ‘80s film.
It has no main themes or motifs (at least none
I could pick up on), but it does do a great job
accompanying the more visual scenes in the
movie, such as extended shots of the city from
a rooftop. It would be a much different film
had the score been written by John Williams
or Ennio Morricone, but it’s not bad. Greek
electronic artist Vangelis did an okay job.
Blade Runner is a fantastic film with
impressively well-written characters and
complex themes. The soundtrack could be
better, but, from my perspective, everything
else is exceptional. It’s also always really cool
to see Harrison Ford playing a character aside
from Han Solo or Indiana Jones. If you’re
looking for a good science fiction film to watch,
I strongly recommend Blade Runner.
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POC Representation Movie
Review: Encanto
by Carsyn Smith

With a 90% on Rotten Tomatoes,
Encanto is a new favorite not only for me,
but the world
as well. Disney
released Encanto
on
November
24, showing the
public
another
classic
family
oriented movie
that pulls at your
heartstrings. This
story
follows
an
Afro-Latina
family who live
in a secluded
town
called
Encanto. Every
member of the
family in the story has magical abilities, except
for the main character, Mirabel. When I first
heard about this movie, the animation style
reminded me of previous Disney projects
such as Moana, Coco, and Zootopia. Now,
I know people always say that they missed
the ‘old Disney animation;’ however, the
animation for this movie is nothing short of
extraordinary. The vibrant colors, specifically
reappearing shades of yellow, orange, and
purple keep your attention for the whole film.
Also, did I mention that this movie is a
musical? Yes, you heard it right. The songs truly
encompass Disney magic, but I can’t get over
the opening number, “The Family Madrigal,”
which shows Mirabel telling the children of
the village asking about the family’s magic and
introducing us to the entire family… except
Bruno, because they aren’t allowed to talk
about him. It also gives us the hint that Mirabel
is not like the others. Her personality is one of
the most realistic out of everyone, which really
allows the audience to connect with her. Her
insecurities of feeling different or feeling like a
burden can always be turned into a positive and
help out not just her but everyone around her.
The storytelling throughout this movie
is another win in my book. When we learn that
while Mirabel is trying to preserve her family’s
magic, her mysterious Uncle Bruno gives her a
vision that because of her difference, she will
play a part in the destruction of the miracle her
family has, that Abuela was previously aware of.
It’s later revealed that she had lost her husband
when trying to help his family escape their
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previous oppressors, which is when “Encanto”
had risen. Since she was worried about keeping
everyone safe, the standards of her family
rose, which also made her unnecessarily cruel
most of the time. This is something I applaud
Disney, because not only did they portray a
POC family beautifully on screen, but they
also tackled the stereotype of immigrants
being harder on their children out of love, but
also how fear can drive a person to do things
that go against their previous intentions.
Overall, this movie tops my list for
new animated Disney movies and has me, a
sixteen year old girl, fighting her way through
Target aisles to collect all the figurines.

Looking Back on the 2021
Installments to the Marvel
Cinematic Universe
by Judith Hamrick

Marvel Studios treated fans everywhere
this year to a pandemic experience on the
big screen never
to be forgotten.
They released five
streaming
series
and four blockbuster
films,
all
with
stunning
visuals
and exciting new
characters. But with
everything that came
out, it’s tough to
remember it all. So
here’s a little recap.
Warning:
spoilers
ahead. Read at your
own risk.
The year was
christened with not one… not two… but three
back to back streaming series. WandaVision
aired for the first time on January 15, 2021 and
the following nine weeks absolutely destroyed
the concept of the Fourth wall. Wanda stans
and apologists are still thirsting to this day.
Audiences were introduced to some wonderful
new characters through this show--Agatha,
Monica, and more-- as well as reminded of
some old friends… looking at you Evan Peters.
Not to mention the catchiest soundtrack to
come out of this year.
Next came The Falcon and the Winter
Soldier in mid-March, starring our favorite
dynamic duo: the unstoppably hilarious
Anthony Mackie and Sebastian Stan. Six
episodes really was just enough to invoke blind

Reviews
hatred in everyone for
the disgraceful Steve
Rogers wannabe John
Walker. The rightful
heir to the shield, Mr.
Sam Wilson was finally
crowned.
Finally,
in
early June, the last of
the miniseries triplets
was born: Loki. Tom
Hiddleston and Owen
Wilson were directed
by a woman in a show
about a time-bending
Norse god really was what students needed
in order to power through to the end of the
school year. The subtle details in lighting
and cinematography to reflect the six infinity
stones each episode were definitely enough
to compensate for the outrageous romantic
subplot. All of these shows opened so many
doors for the future of the MCU and audiences
are biting at their nails to find out what’s behind.
Just ten days after FATWS came
to a close, the major phase four titles were
announced on May 3 announcing not only
what was to come for the rest of 2021, but
what can be expected until summer of 2023.
This announcement included more series such
as Ms. Marvel, She-Hulk, Moonnight, Secret
Invasion and more. This also included titles
and expected release dates for feature films like
Doctor Strange In The Multiverse of Madness,
Thor: Love and Thunder, The Marvels, as
well as the greatly anticipated and inevitably
heartbreaking Black Panther: Wakanda
Forever.
July began and Marvel entered their
summer of cinema era, with new fan favorites
Black Widow and Shang-Chi and the Legend
of the Ten Rings. Introducing A-listers like
Florence Pugh (Yelena Belova, Black Widow)
and Awkwafina (Katy Chen, SCATLOTTR)
while also catching new faces like Simu Liu
(Shang-Chi, SCATLOTTR) made these movies
unmissable. Shang-Chi and the Legend of the
Ten Rings unquestionably had some of the best
fight sequences any Marvel origin story has
ever seen and Black Widow displayed, after all
this time, how powerful and important Natasha
Romanoff was as a female Avenger in the world
of heroes. They have both been added to the list
of now only fifteen Marvel movies to pass the
Bechdel test.
Around late September to mid
November, there was a time when doubts were
spreading all across Twitter, questioning if
Marvel Studios could pull through with all of
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the content they were putting out, ensuring it
was all still worth the watch. The anticipated
new series, What If…?, started off strong at
the end of summer, and quickly hit a decline
in views after the first few episodes. Fans were
skeptical about the Hawkeye series being
able to entertain in the way that its siblings
did in the first semester of the year. But they
held out hope, with faith that Hailee Steinfeld
and Florence Pugh could save the day (which
they did). Eternals and Venom: Let There Be
Carnage harnessed a lot of love-it-or-hate-it
reviews. The acting around this time was not
the best we could get for sure, but fear not,
Harry Styles as Starfox will save everyone soon.
Finally, after two long years of staring
at Tom Holland and Zendaya’s Instagrams and
theorizing trailer after trailer, Spider-Man:
No Way Home was delivered to the big screen
on December 17, 2021. As to avoid too many
spoilers, all there is to be said about this movie
is that it was the greatest superhero movie of
2021. No questions asked. To those that haven’t
seen it… your theories are correct… and go see
it as soon as possible. Say hi to Andrew Garfield
for me while you’re there.
2021 was certainly an eventful year on
all accounts and, unsurprisingly, it’s looking
like 2022 will be even bigger than the previous.
The multiverse will continue to expand and the
world must keep on keeping on. Hopefully we
get to see even more of our favorites in theaters
while transitioning into the climax of phase
four while still maintaining the classic Marvel
energy we all know and love. Here’s to 2022 in
the MCU!

Classic Album Review: Blue
Öyster Cult
by Grace Baker

One of the less celebrated classic rock
bands of the ‘70s compared to major headliners
like the Stones and
Zeppelin, Blue Öyster
Cult
is
certainly
one that has made
history.
Originally
formed under the
band
name
Soft
White
Underbelly,
their
history
is
rooted in the classic
underdog tale when lead singer and poet Sandy
Pearlman gathered like-minded sci-fi novel and
rock fanatics from Upstate New York desiring
to be the next Black Sabbath. I am choosing to
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review their debut album, Blue Öyster Cult,
due to its fascinating creation at the tail end
of the successful music decade of the ‘60s and
their ability to bring something innovative to
the vast platter of rock sounds that no band
has since been able to replicate, most notably
their utilization of technical sound devices that
awarded them their inclusion in the psychedelic
rock genre.
Blue Öyster Cult succeeded in creating
one of the widest fan bases possible with the
inclusion of country, rock, folk, techno, and any
other sound you could think of. “Transmaniacon
MC” debuts as the opening song and when I
initially listened, I had to make a double-take
to make sure I wasn’t listening to The Rolling
Stones. The vocals are nearly uncanny to Mick
Jagger and it sounds like a song straight off their
Sticky Fingers album. Surprisingly enough,
the lyrics were inspired by the catastrophic
Altamont Free Concert hosted by the Stones
at the end of the ‘60s when a member of Hells
Angels stabbed a concert attendee at the
concert coined “Woodstock West.” It’s a great
“highway” song that you’d listen to on a road
trip that combines classic and electric rock,
similarly to “Before the Kiss, a Redcap” and
“I’m on the Lamb but I Ain’t No Sheep.”
The song that prompted this review,
“Then Came the Last Day of May,” is also one of
my favorite songs of all time due to its extreme
contrast from its fellow album tracks and best
respresents the time they took to develop their
unique sound. With the pure guitar skills of
Buck Dharma and its raw lyrics about a real
drug deal gone bad, this song has you from
the time stamp 0:00 until the mesmerizing
chords cease. Another song that will place you
in a trance is “Screams,” when the listener
is transported into an abyss of music then
quickly retrieved back to solid ground when the
rhythm accelerates. The pulsing sound effect
reflects the auditory properties of the lyrics
“sirens” and “heat” in the chorus and reappears
multiple times throughout the song, appealing
to its more satanic, punk rock crowd.
The lyrics equally as comical as the
title, “She’s as Beautiful as a Foot” honestly
disappointed me with its time consuming
instrumental periods and those lyrics that
do occasionally appear are repeated and
mundane. They attempt to regain the listeners
attention with the brief drum solos but other
than strategically placed sound devices, the
lyrics do not carry the song like the others do.
Unlike that track, “Cities on Flame with Rock
and Roll” tells the listener exactly what they’re
in for. This song was honestly innovative with
its normalization and celebration of women
participating in the male-dominated profession

Reviews
with the chorus lyrics, “Let that girl rock and
roll.” Its beautifully executed bass chords
contribute to this full-circle track with the intro
and outro identical along with the last minute
of instrumental bliss.
If you listened to each of these songs
separately, you wouldn’t know they all
belonged on the same album which makes it
that much more spontaneous. Blue Öyster Cult
contributed to the type of rock that created a
commonplace for people of all backgrounds to
enjoy something objective and different from
their typical lifestyle. Attracting all the oddballs
and mainstream fans, they can be referred to as
the band that appealed to all and disappointed
none.

Food Review: French Fries
around Charleston
by Kenya Hines

Chick-Fil-A: 10/10- Crisp to perfection and
partnered well with
honey roasted bbq
sauce.
Arby’s: 9/10- Arby’s
has in fact redeemed
themselves in this
category. Their curly
fries are tough to
beat.
Wendy’s: 8/10- If
you don’t dip their
fries in a vanilla frosty, what are you doing with
your life?
Popeye’s: 7/10- Very flavorful, could eat a
bucket of these in 3 minutes flat.
McDonald’s: 6/10- Pros: Very crispy/ Cons:
Too greasy
KFC: 5/10- They’re either really good or really
bad. No in between.
Checker’s: 4/10- Just not my forte. Nothing
special about it.
Taco Bell: 3/10- The cheese dip is the only
thing that makes it taste well. Other than that…
no.
Sonic: 2/10- I’d rather eat sawdust.
Burger King: 1/10- “It is so bad, I wanna give
you a zero. But that’s not possible, so I give
you… a one.”

Comic Book Review:
Starman
by Lawson Adams

There are so many kinds of legacies you
can explore. There’s a legacy in the financial
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sense, a legacy in the
form of membership,
a legacy in history,
and in the reputation
that preceded you.
To keep it a buckfifty legacy can be
really
intimidating
because of what is left
behind. But today’s
comic is exploring
the theme of legacy
with Starman, aka
Jack Knight, not to be
confused with father
and former Starman
Ted Knight.
So what does this comic have to do with
legacy outside of the legacy hero status you’re
probably not asking yourself? Well, the first
storyline of the series starts out with Jack Knight
visiting his father and brother Ted and David
Knight the hour before David and Starman go
on patrol. The whole family meets, ending on
a sour brown note with David storming out to
go on patrol. Later that night David gets shot in
the chest, Ted’s home gets blown up and Jack’s
junk store attacked. Upon finding out about
the bombing of his father, Jack visits his dad
in the hospital and it’s revealed to him that his
brother got punked by a sniper.
“What did Lawson like?” you’re
probably murmuring to yourself. The answer
is quite a lot, actually. I loved all of the tight
characterizations that were peppered amongst
the characters. I liked how, for the little page
time Jack’s family, had you could really pick up
on the hierarchy amongst them. I also adored
the way the Mist was portrayed in this story as a
bumbling old man beholden to his deteriorating
mental state depending on his son to take care
of him. And overall I just fawned over the fact
that we got a comic about legacy heroes in
the ‘90s that felt semi-realistic compared to
everything else churned out at that time being
edgy to the “Xtreme!” (without the E, ‘cause this
edginess wasn’t for everybody). But something
I didn’t like about this comic is that, outside
of this series, we rarely or hardly ever get to
see Jack Knight as Starman in mainline DC
continuity anymore. We either just see Stargirl
or Ted Knight reprising his role in flashbacks.
I’d recommend this comic to punks, fans of
legacy heroes, collectors, people being held
accountable for the sins of their fathers, and
you, dear reader. So go out and get reading!
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Who’s the better Spider-Man?

by Aryana Chinn
Demonstrated by Ian Greig
11th Grade ASL & Deaf Culture

Visit soa-applause on Instagram to
participate in future polls!

1. Your- Palm facing out, bring your hand close to
your face and then push it away, gesturing to who you
are talking to.
2. Major- Put one palm face up, the other hand
flat and perpendicular to your palm. Slide it across
your palm like you are cutting it in half, bringing the
perpendicular hand away from your body.
3. What- Shrug and bring your palms face up.

Trivia

Answers

4. Squid
Game
3. Rihanna
2. Kim
Kardashian
1.
Facebook

Jada Fickling

9/10

5. Bernie
Sanders

Jada Fickling

1. What social media website recently went down, sending everyone
into a panic?
2. Who wore an all black jumpsuit from head to toe at the Met Gala?
3. What celebrity was declared a national hero by Barbados?
4. What TV show became Netflix’s most watched series of 2021?
5. Which politician became a meme after being very cold at Joe
Biden’s inauguration?
6. This artist released their “pregnancy photos’’ to promote their new
album in September?
7. Olivia Rodrigo is the youngest person to top the Billboard Top 100
with what song?
5/10
8. In 2021, Kanye West officially changed his name to what?
9. What is the name of Adele’s highly anticipated album that dropped
Amelia Walker
in 2021?
Senior
Visual Arts Major
10. Who is the most streamed Spotify artist in 2021?
1. Facebook
2. Kim Kardashian
Spotify Playlist
3. Rihanna
by Carsyn Smith and Judith Hamrick
4. Squid Game
5. Bernie Sanders
Visit “SOA Applause” on Spotify or scan the code below to listen.
6. Lil Nas X
7. “Driver’s
License”
8. Ye
9. 30
10. J. Balvin

6. Lil Nas
X

1. Instagram
2. Kim
Kardashian
3. Rihanna
4. Squid Game
5. Donald Trump
6. Yung Miami
7. “Driver’s
License”
8. Ye
9. 27
10. Drake

7. “Driver’s
License”

Brooklynn Ladson,
Senior Piano Major

8. Ye

Questions:

by Jada Fickling

9. 30

2021 Trivia

January 2022

10. Bad
Bunny
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January Origami - Leap Frog
by Julia Dubay

1. Lay flat one square sheet of paper.
2. Fold in half then fold in the right corner. Unfold and repeat the
left. Crease all folds.
3. Repeat the corner folding steps on the bottom half.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

4. Fold in the top creases. Repeat on bottom.
5. Make valley folds on the flaps. Repeat on the bottom half.
6. Make valley folds on the previous folds. Repeat on the bottom
.half.
7. Turn over and fold the bottom up. Crease fold.
8. Fold in the sides.
9. Accordion fold the bottom half.
10. Now you have a frog! Let’s leap into the new year!
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Piano
Crossword
Across

2. Ornette Coleman is an artist of this
genre.
5. Provides harmonic support to the
melody.
8. Combination of sharps and flats
immediately following the clef.
9. The study of music, taught by Mr. Kerr
at SOA.
10. Also called the G clef.

Down

1. B-flat and A-sharp, for example, are _
notes.
3. The F clef.
4. Opposite to minor (scale).
6. One of two foot-operated levers on a
piano.
7. German composer famous for his nine
symphonies, one of the most performed
composers in history.

SOA Sudoku

Help Dr. Byrd find her
bell bottom jeans!
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“My gymnastics
competitions.”
Natalie Jones, 6th Grade
Dance Major

Question of the Month

“All of the fun things my
friends and I will do this
year.”
Jack Dinwiddie, 7th Grade
Visual Arts Major

“I’m excited to go into high
school, learn more, and
grow as a person.”
Elena Barber, 8th Grade
Creative Writing Major
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“Finding time to write.”
Ms. Hart, Creative Writing
Teacher

What are you
most excited for
in 2022?
“Bingeing the Winter
Olympics.”
Ms. Greig, High School
Science Teacher

“2023.”
Kyle Klugman, 9th Grade
Strings Major

by Kayla Herrman,
Lauren Holladay, and Julia Dubay

“My trip to France … if it
doesn’t get ruined by COVID
again.”
Georgia Sollitt, 10th Grade
Strings Major

“Getting my driver’s license.”
Margeaux Burkhardt, 11th
Grade Theater Major

“I’m just excited we made it
to 2022!”
Ms. Sirmans, Front Desk

“Graduating, I guess.”
Bryson Wood, 12th Grade
Vocal Major

